05-03-17-Pete Santilli Reports: Concerning Ammon & Ryan Bundy
It Matters How You Stand at Nevada Southern Detention Center.
11 hrs · Pahrump, NV ·
UPDATED - Message from Pete Santilli Concerning Ammon & Ryan Bundy -This morning Pete told me that: Last night Ammon and Ryan Bundy were once again sent to the
hole -- He went to the Chief and asked that he please do something about Ammon and Ryan
being targeted by the guards -- You can literally see their eyes on them watching their every
move, Pete said -- Some of the guards understand this and are sympathetic but it does little good
-Anyway, they were sleeping when it happened -- Pete is a bit away from them so was not a
witness but talked to those who were -Pete says: Ammon reportedly fell asleep or (was on his rack) with a unauthorized shirt on his
bunk -- "It is not uncommon for us to roll up a shirt and use it as a pillow -- or maybe Ammon
just forgot it was there, either way, the guard saw it and started harassing him -- at some point
Ryan came over and grabbed the shirt from the CO's hands -- and that's why he is in trouble -Saying Ryan Bundy was assaulting him he then requested a Emergency Response Team or Jail
SWAT ..
Pete Says: This morning I spoke with Captain McCauley who was being a real tuff guy asshole -I told him this was bullshit and that there were plenty of witnesses who saw what happened -and wanted to fill out reports -Captain McCauley said; "Then they need to fill out a report"
I then asked, " So you want me to tell everyone to fill out a report?"
He answered " Sure, and when you do, I'm going to charge you with trying to start an
insurrection .. "
Pete also said that Ammon and Ryan have tried desperately to do their best to stay under the
radar since they spent 40 days in the hole -- The bottom line is they are being targeted -- The
Guards are using anything as an excuse to punish them -- or anyone who tries to take up for
them ..
The last Pete heard, Ammon had been confined to a small space, shackled overnight, with no
food or water -CORE CIVIC REFUSES TO REPRIMAND THE GUARDS WHO WILL NOT LEAVE
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